


biography
Trigger is an established 5-piece Heavy Metal band formed in Melbourne, Australia in 
2011. Trigger made their mark on the Australian metal scene with the release of their 
debut EP Machina in 2014, with a signature sound that melds European melody with 
American grit. 

Trigger takes influence from bands such as In Flames, Trivium and Iron Maiden.
Playing local and interstate metal festivals on a regular basis, Trigger stands out with 
their hook-driven approach and catchy harmonies. 

In 2017, Trigger released a 10 track narrative culminating in Cryogenesis, their 
debut album. Produced by Chris Themelco at Monolith Studios with artwork by 
Janan Isk. On the lead up to their album release, Trigger signed on with Hellfire Records 
for worldwide distribution. 

Trigger are: Tim Leopold-  Lead Vocals, Luke Ashley - Guitar, Sean Solley - Guitar, 
Matt Ambrose - Bass and Tim Joyce - Drums.

Management and Bookings:
Sean Solley: +61 407 727 566
elixirzone@hotmail.com

www.facebook.com/triggermelb
www.youtube.com/pendragon6six6
www.triggermerch.bigcartel.com
www.triggerau.bandcamp.com

www.youtube.com/pendragon6six6
www.facebook.com/triggermelb


DISCOGRAPHY

Cryogenesis
Released August 2017

via Hellfire Records

Machina EP
Released February 2014

https://triggerau.bandcamp.com/


reviews & label
 

“... Seriously powerful riffage as metallers Trigger are alive and here to stay.”
- Mandy Craig, Metal Mayhem

“These are not the fumblings of an adolescent band scratching to enter the 
market prematurely. This is a short catalogue of carefully honed melodic 
fury, blended with masterful composition, precision and aggression.” 
- Damien Smith, Megaton Music. 

“There is also a surprising amount of variety in the tracks; all of which offer 
up a full and brawny serving of Trigger’s style: a strong and sturdy force 
of sound.” 
- Tristan Peterson, Metal Obsession

“Topped by frontman Tim Leopold’s snarling yet durable range, Trigger shoot
bullets that not even armour of even the sturdiest steel could surely deflect. 
Deadly essential metal from down under!” 10/10
- Dave Attrill

“At its softest and heaviest moments, it never loses any of its melodic 
touch and that’s what I really love about this album!”
- Denis Sudzuka, The Hard Rock Show

“Another fantastic heavy band from Melbourne whove released an album full 
of great playing, strong music and energy thats infectious.” 
- Jimmy VanZeno, The Hard Rock Show

HellFire Records is an Australian based label specialising in 
Heavy Metal & Hard Rock Music. 

We are a physical label selling CD’s & Records worldwide as well as 
digital distribution  & merchandise sales.

Run and operated by Bo Remy, HellFire Records is dedicated to bringing you the 
very best Heavy Metal & Hard Rock  from Australia & all around the world.

Hellfire Records Australia
Tel: +61 458 133 027

Email: hellfirerecordsaustralia@gmail.com

https://www.hellfirerecordsaustralia.com/
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